Crawford Fund Victoria 2023 Forum
Doing Well by Doing Good
The University of Melbourne, Trinity College
Craig Auditorium, Ground Floor, The Gateway, Tin Alley
Tuesday 2 May 2023  |  6.00pm to 8.00pm followed by reception

5.30pm  Registration

Welcome and keynote session

6.00pm  Welcome and Introduction to the Crawford Fund
Dr Tony Gregson AM, Chair, Crawford Fund Victoria and Forum Chair

6.05pm  Opening
Prof Moira O’Bryan, Dean, Faculty of Science, University of Melbourne

6.15pm  Keynote Address - Food Security: Challenges, Opportunities and Achievements
Prof Andrew Campbell, CEO, Australian Centre International Agricultural Research (ACIAR)

6.30pm  Doing Well by Doing Good
Dr Colin Chartres, CEO, The Crawford Fund

6.45pm  Moderated Q&A

The Benefits and Impact of Research, Training and NextGen
Case studies of Crawford Fund and Victorian supported research, training and NextGen opportunities

7.05pm  How Victoria Benefits from a Research Lab in Timor Leste
Dr Simone Warner, Head | Agriculture Victoria Research

7.15pm  Genebank Training – More Than Seeds
Dr Sally Norton, Leader, Australian Grains Genebank, Ag Vic

7.25pm  Improved rabies diagnosis in resource-limited veterinary laboratories
Dr John Allen, Principal Research Scientist, CSIRO — Australian Centre for Disease Preparedness

7.35pm  Extension lessons from Pakistan & applying them across different contexts
Dr David McGill, Senior Research Fellow, University of Melbourne

7.45pm  Hearing from Crawford Fund NextGen – Experience and Opportunities
- Mia Dunphy, RAID member – RAID and impact of Ag4D
- Oscar Fung, UniMelb - benefits of student awards
- Holly Hone, Agriculture Victoria: the scholar experience

8.00 pm  Close

Networking & Refreshments